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Rediscovering a Christian 
Understanding of Sexuality

By Todd Wilson



Upcoming Schedule

• Next Week – Bob Bugge, Textbook Bible
• June 16 – Stan Ott, Always something 

provocative
• June 22-29 – Steve Radcliff, Let’s Go to 

the Movies



Last Week

• We covered a lot of ground
• I will slow down :-) today
• Sexuality Matters to us (1 Cor 6:11-14)
• Historical Precedent for Marriage

– The greatest Christian thinkers down 
through history all agreed

• Society is hostile to the Imago Dei
– Traditional marriage is an anachronism to 

post-modern humanity
– CA ban, Pompeo attack, Boyertown
– Increasing intolerance toward Christianity in 

the pubic square



Society Says
• Biological sex is secondary to identity 

and activity
• “I am learning everyday what it means 

to be my true self” – Caitlyn Jenner
• Pages 65-66 – attraction and desire 

are essential to identity and such as 
view dominates western culture and 
much of the church

• Increasing disjunction between values 
of the world and the church
– Avery Wallace story, p 67-68
– But, the gates of hell will not prevail!



Last Week – The Church
• Equally rapid decline within the church

– Pew Research:  35% of evangelicals do not 
oppose same-sex marriage (ssm) vs. 11% 
in 2001

– Loss of functional biblical authority
– Loss of moral intuition

• Biological Sex vs. Gender definitions
• Scripture has been debated
• How Jesus would have interacted with 

LGBTQ people has been considered
• But, have we looked at Jesus the man, 

the biologically sexed male?



Last Week – The Church
• Jesus had and has a “sexed body”
• Jesus entered the world through a ”sexed 

woman” – the incarnation
• Jesus was “fully human in every way” (Heb. 

2:17) and he even “suffered when he was 
tempted” (Heb. 4:15)

• He was celibate
• The Resurrection

– Luke 24:39:  “Look at my hands and my feet…..a 
ghost does not have flesh and bones as you see 
that I have”

• Biological Sex matters to God – living that out 
is our most fundamental calling
– “Bible believing Christians are gender and 

sexuality essentialists” – Rosario Butterfield



Today

• Biblical Understanding of Marriage
• The long standing State interest in 

Marriage
• Our Only Hope
• Q & A



Marriage – A View from Where?
• Most Americans are in agreement on what 

marriage is:
– A “companionate view”
– “ A deep, lasting, intimate relationship”
– I married “my soul mate”, my “best friend”
– What’s missing?

• Biblical view
– More than our emotions
– Dominated western culture until last 50 years
– Genesis 2:24 - For this reason a man shall 

leave his father and his mother, and be joined 
to his wife; and they shall become one flesh.



Biblical Marriage
• What does the Genesis 2:24 view include?

– Heart
– Mind
– Will
– Body

• What does consummating the marriage mean?
– One flesh relationship brings the relationship to 

completion
• “The man and the woman can become one flesh 

because theirs is not just a sexual union but a 
reunion, the bringing together of two 
differentiated beings, with one made from and 
both made for the other”.  - Kevin DeYoung



Uniqueness of Marriage
• A sense of beauty in the way God 

designed marriage
• Sexually Complementary
• Marriage is word that describes the 

complementary relationship God has 
ordained

• We are incomplete by ourselves with 
respect to reproduction
– Same-sex relationships can never be 

complementary
– Such a relationship cannot be described

with the word “marriage”



What is Complementary?

• Biological Sex and roles
• God created male and female different, he 

designed roles for which they are 
gloriously suited, not simply biologically, 
but in their very personhood, disposition 
and demeaner – John Piper



Same-sex “marriage”?

• “In legalizing gay marriage, we are 
accepting a form of sanctioned marriage 
that is not by habit monogamous and that 
is inventing all kinds of new models of how 
to accommodate lust and desire in long-
term relationships” – The Dirty Little 
Secret: Most Gay Couples Are Not 
Monogamous, Hanna Rosin



Marriage – a Unique 
Relationship

• Marriage vs. Friendship
– What is the difference?
– Of all the elements within a marriage, 

which is exclusive? 
– Which, if broken, causes adultery?

• “When we move away from a one-
sex union description of marriage, 
we have no good reason to insist 
that marriage be an exclusive 
union” - TW



Your Body – A Temple
• A companionate view of marriage does 

not require monogamous exclusivity
• “If marriage is defined merely as a 

close emotional connection with 
another person, (I married by soul 
mate), then there is no reason you 
cannot share your body sexually with 
another person just like you do a 
handshake” - TW 



Permanence?
• Companionate view of marriage does 

not require permanence
• Matthew 19:6 – “Therefore, what God 

has joined together, let no one 
separate”

• No-fault divorce
• What was once a covenant is now a 

lease agreement
• 60% of first time marriages begin with 

co-habitation



Companionate vs. 
Complementary

• Obergefell Supreme Court Decision
– Embedded in the decision is the 

acceptance that marriage begins and ends 
with the self-interest of the marriage 
partners

– The legal ruling changes marriage to 
“stand for sexual choice, and for cutting 
the link between sex and diapers” – E.J. 
Graff, “Same-sex marriage is a Radical 
Feminist idea”



The two-fold purpose of Sex

• To unite two lives in a “one-flesh” 
union

• To pro-create
• Our culture says, “bunk”!!

– Severed from marriage and from pro-
creation

– Is “free love” really “free”?
– Is “safe sex” safe?
– What do we have to show for it?



The State’s interest
• Can sex be reduced to a “private act 

between consenting adults”?  Why?  
Why not?
– What are the public consequences?

• Results in “Reproductive Rights”
• Why did the state have an interest in 

regulating marriage for centuries?
– Why not regulate other private acts like 

trimming your toenails?
– Why not regulate friendships?
– Why did the state previously have no 

interest in regulating same-sex couples?
• Their sex lives are sterile and non-procreative



The State’s abandonment of 
interest

What changed?
Obergefell argued from a “companionate” and 
evolving view of marriage:
“DOMA, the Court held, impermissibly disparaged
those same-sex couples ‘who wanted to affirm their 
commitment to one another before their children, 
their family, their friends, and their community.’” 
“There is dignity in the bond between two men or 
two women who seek to marry and in their 
autonomy to make such profound choices. 
“The history of marriage is one of both continuity 
and change. That institution—even as confined to 
opposite-sex relations—has evolved over time.” 



An Even Greater Purpose for 
Marriage

• Sex is not only sacred but also powerful
• Genesis 1:28:  God blessed them; and God 

said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 
earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of 
the sea and over the birds of the sky and over 
every living thing that moves on the earth.”

• Having children is placing a wager on the future
• Can I with the shape that the world is in, 

responsibly bring children into this kind of 
world?  

Or…..
• Can I with the shape that the world is in, 

responsibly refuse to bring children into this  
kind of world?



Ethical Mandate
• Chapter 7
• Almost every departure or deviation from 

mere sexuality is an expression of our 
impatience.
– 61% of Christians say they would have sex 

before marriage
– 56% say that living together before marriage 

is acceptable.
• We need to recall Romans 8:18
• I consider that our present sufferings are 

not worth the glory that will be revealed 



Sexual Authenticity

• Lesbian, feminist and atheist convert 
to a follower of Jesus

• Page 130
• We may not find all the healing in this 

life, but we can know Christ and be 
known by him!

• My grace is made sufficient for you, 
for my power is made perfect in 
weakness – 2Corinthians 12:9



Conclusion
• When gender and biological sex match, we 

are living out our Godly calling
• Marriage is the permanent complementary 

union of heart, mind, soul and body between 
of male and female
– Marriage can only exist between male and 

female; God made us complementary
• Sexuality, not sexual activity gives meaning
• Sexual activity has public consequences
• A strong marriage culture means the best 

for society, especially for children
• We live today “from our eternal future”




